Ultrasonographic contrast-agent imaging of sub-millimeter vessel structures with spatial compounding: in vitro analyses.
In clinical diagnostics, ultrasonographic contrast-agent imaging gives access to medical parameters such as perfusion and vascularization. In addition to the artifacts that are typical for ultrasonic imaging, e.g., speckle noise and depth-dependent sensitivity and resolution, contrast-agent imaging shows more pronounced depth dependence and may suffer from shadowing artifacts that arise from high attenuation of the ultrasound waves by the contrast agent at high concentrations. By imaging an object from different viewing angles in one 2D image plane and summing the images obtained (spatial compounding), image quality can be increased and artifacts can be suppressed. In the present study, we combined both techniques to overcome the limitations of contrast-agent imaging. We used a commercially available ultrasound scanner and a custom-made high-precision mechanical system to rotate the ultrasound transducer fully around the object under investigation. Using this set-up, ultrasound data were acquired in reflection mode to generate a 360 degrees compound scan of a flow-mimicking phantom supplied with contrast agent.